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Abstract

Human wildlife conflict is a severe and growing problem in today’s world. Unlike other environmental issues, it involves impoverishment of human communities. It is also causing population declines and may lead to extinction of some wildlife. This study focuses on assessing the levels and types of Human Wildlife Conflict (HWC) in Kenya. Kenya’s wildlife is a controversial, yet beneficial renewable natural resource. Human wildlife conflict data from Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) was used to analyze the type and trends of HWC. To reduce these conflicts, there is need to have good resolution strategies that aim at changing people altitudes. This can be done through education and by ensuring that affected communities benefit from proper wildlife management. Harmonization of both wildlife management and human development goals can help resolve the conflict since it will involve bringing in the two groups together, to come up with a sustainable solution for wildlife and the people. Clear policies regarding wildlife management, compensation and land use can play a vital role in effecting more positive outcomes for HWC.
## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWF</td>
<td>African Wildlife Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWC</td>
<td>Human Wildlife Conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KER</td>
<td>Kenya Economic Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFS</td>
<td>Kenya Forest Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLA</td>
<td>Kenya Land Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KWS</td>
<td>Kenya Wildlife Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAs</td>
<td>Protected Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCMD</td>
<td>Wildlife Conservation and Management Department</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

World Parks Congress (2003) defines human wildlife conflict (HWC) as a situation where the needs and behaviour of wildlife impact negatively on the goals of humans or when the goals of humans negatively impact the needs of wildlife and as such, it is a very common global phenomenon “wildlife” is taken to mean wild animals and vegetation. However, in this study, it is restricted to wild animals meaning animals living in a natural undomesticated state.

Conflict arises from a range of direct and indirect negative interactions between humans and wildlife. HWC has been in existence for as long as landscapes and limited resources have been shared by people and wild animals (Kanga et al., 2011). Conflict occurs in both developing and developed nations worldwide and is not restricted to any geographical location, making affected communities hostile to wildlife conservation initiatives (Kangwana, 1995). It exists in terrestrial, marine and freshwater environments (Distefano, 2005). These conflicts not only occur between humans and large mammals, but involve diverse group of animals with predators and mega fauna estimated to account for approximately equal amounts of human fatalities per year on a global basis (Blair, 2008; Johansson, 2008).

In many countries, studies have shown that the high human population close to protected areas has posed the greatest challenge. Areas where agriculture and livestock keeping are important, livelihoods tend to be in areas where conflict is intense (Distefano, 2005). Competition over natural resources between local communities and wild animals is more intense in developing countries, and locals are expected to meet the costs.

HWC is a major threat contributing to the loss in biological diversity resulting in the extinction or threat of extinction of many endangered species in the world. This is so for large and rare mammal species like the vulnerable African lion Panthera leo (MacLennan et al., 2009), Snow leopard or Uncia uncia (Mishra, 1997) and natural areas which serve as their habitat. Species most exposed to conflict are more prone to extinction (Ogada et al., 2003). This can either be caused by retaliatory shooting after an attack, poison or capture by humans. These human induced wildlife deaths not only affect the viability of the population
of the endangered species, but also have wider impact on ecosystem equilibrium and biodiversity preservation (Distefano, 2005). Human development and conservation do not seem to get along, resulting into human and biodiversity conflict, while humans try to improve their livelihood, biodiversity on the other hand tries to survive (FAO, 2009). The needs of the local people should be addressed by relevant wildlife authority in matters of HWC as a measure to reduce escalation of the conflict (Madden, 2008).

The high rate of human population growth and demand for more land has intensified conflicts worldwide (IUCN, 2003). Moreover, the effect of climate change exacerbates HWC (FAO, 2009). Changes in land use, especially transformation of major wildlife habitats such as forests, savannah and other ecosystems into agriculture areas or urban settlements, has decreased wildlife grazing areas, blocking migration thus elevating conflicts and declining wildlife population (Serneels and Lambin 2001; Thuiller et al., 2006). According to Hazzah (2006), conflict has been known to occur in various situations: people moving into wildlife habitat such as in Shimba Hills, Kenya or when wildlife population move into human occupied lands. This conflict is known to affect the health and safety of humans. HWC takes various forms and causes large losses such as injury and killing of livestock (Ogada et al., 2003; Nyhus and Tilson, 2004; Woodroffe, 2005), crop raid (Naughton, 1998), and death or injury of people (Saberrwal et al., 1994). Death and injury to persons is devastating to family and there are unbearable financial losses where agriculture loans are involved. Loss of human life and injuries are the most serious and inflict fear and resentments despite their rare occurrence. Other economic effects of HWC include damage to property, loss of domesticated animals to predators, damage to crops and competition for space (Obunde et al., 2005).

**Table 1.1: Forms of human wildlife conflict**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of HWC</th>
<th>Animal responsible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Death and injuries to human</td>
<td>Elephants, lions, hippos, crocodiles, snakes and buffalos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop damage</td>
<td>Elephants, hippos, baboons, wild pigs, porcupines, buffalos, zebras and birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock depredation</td>
<td>Lions, leopards, cheetahs, hyenas and crocodiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage to property</td>
<td>Elephants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injuries to wildlife</td>
<td>Communities as they retaliate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s own*
HWC is also caused by laws and policies measures particularly those involving wildlife management, since the same law and policies can help mitigate and prevent the problem. According to Anderson and Pariela (2005) unresolved conflict creates negative attitude towards the Government and any new wildlife related developments. The Government needs to understand the urgent need to reduce these levels of conflict to ensure that the people living with wildlife benefit more than they incur in terms of losses.

Human wildlife conflict is a severe and growing problem in today’s world. Madden (2000) notes that HWC is aggravated by the rapid land use transformation, an increase in human activities such as settlements and farming in areas adjacent to the protected ones attracting conflict.

In Kenya, land fragmentation and farming in wildlife abundant areas such as Samburu and Kwale has intensified conflict (Kenya Wildlife Service, 1996). Pastoralists like the Maasai are slowly switching to agriculture which puts them in direct conflict with wildlife in the Amboseli ecosystem (Okello, 2006). The escalating conflict between the Asian lions and leopards on the periphery of Gir National park in India is due to land use changes, with large fields of sugarcane, groundnuts and millet creating favourable habitat for predators (Vijayan and Pati, 2002).

In Africa, Siex et al. (1999) notes that the rapid human population growth has led to encroachment of wildlife habitats and increasing competition with wild animals. The high population is associated with demand for more land, water and other natural resources, thus intensifying conflicts between people and wildlife worldwide (Kanga, 2011). In the state of British Colombia, human population growth is correlated proportionally with the number of wild animal encounters and serious incidents (Ministry of water, land and air protection, British Colombia, 2003).

Climatic change due to global warming has brought about prolonged drought and severe floods that have contributed to HWC (FAO, 2009). Seasonal change is correlated with livestock predation in Tsavo National Park (Patterson et al., 2004); lions are more likely to attack during the rainy season. Kanga et al. (2011) note that the high human hippo conflict incidences recorded in 2001-2002 and 2007-2008 may have been influenced by the drought in 1999-2000 and land use changes that alter hippopotamus habitats.
An increase in livestock population also creates an overlap of diets with wildlife resulting in over grazing and decline of wild herbivore populations (Mishra et al., 2003). In India, livestock has become an important source of prey for predators since the livestock graze in 73 per cent of wildlife sanctuaries and 39 per cent of protected areas (Mishra, 1997).

1.2 Problem Statement

The high rate of human wildlife conflict in the protected and unprotected areas in Kenya in the last few decades has been a matter of concern by the government and other stakeholders involved in conservation effort, due to the cost incurred by the communities living close to these areas in terms of human injury/death and loss of property. Conservation of wildlife has also been affected as people hunt these animals (that is poaching) for their economic gain as well as in retaliation, leading to near extinction of some of the species in the ecosystems. Of importance to note is that previous wildlife policies in Kenya did not take account of compensation where livestock was injured or killed by wild animals. The compensation offered is Ksh30,000 (US$389) for each person killed (Shikwati, 2003). The emotional costs of these conflicts can be quite enormous. HWC requires comprehensive and innovative management approaches that promote the welfare of affected communities as well as conserve wildlife. There is need for a facilitative policy framework that can sustainably resolve these conflicts.

1.3 Objective of the Study

The main aim of this study is to examine the types and levels of conflicts in Kenya and how they have been resolved and/or managed. Specifically, the study seeks to:

i. Examine conflict resolution strategies that have been adapted by the stakeholders in the study sites

ii. Recommend ways for combating human wildlife conflict in Kenya

1.4 Motivation for the Study

It is undisputed that as human and wildlife populations increasingly overlap, so will the risks to and from wildlife (Berchielli et al., 2003).
Therefore, there is urgent need to reduce human wildlife conflict. It is clear that existing wildlife policies in Kenya are inadequate. The absence of these policies or their inefficiency increases tension between wildlife authorities and local people. With associated losses, it is appropriate to have efficient policies, legal and institutional frameworks that address wildlife damage.
2. Literature Review

2.1 Human Wildlife Conflict in Kenya

Kenya’s wildlife is a controversial yet beneficial renewable natural resource. The country is one of the richest with wildlife diversity in Africa. Several of its protected areas are internationally recognized and protected as World Heritage Sites. Wildlife is one of Kenya’s greatest natural resource and is the foundation upon which nature-based tourism, one of the country’s most important foreign exchange earners is based. Wildlife resources contribute directly and indirectly to the local and national economy through revenue generation and wealth creation, wildlife accounted for 70 per cent of the gross tourism earnings, 25 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and more than 10 per cent of total formal sector employment (Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, 2007). In addition, wildlife resources provide important environmental goods and services for the livelihood of the people and productive sectors. The economic value of wildlife is realized through wildlife-based tourism, and that remains the primary justification for wildlife conservation in Kenya, with emphasis on popularizing wildlife management and conservation as a profitable land use form.

Wildlife in Kenya is owned and controlled by the government. Traditionally, human beings and wildlife share resources such as land, vegetation and water. Conflicts did not affect the survival of either people or wildlife because there was adequate land and this prevented confrontation. In 1898, the colonial government enacted the first Wildlife Legislation to control indiscriminate hunting. As a result, these alienated communities from managing a resource that they lived with (Kenya Lands Alliance, 2005). Forceful evictions to create room for national parks and reserves contributed greatly to the impoverished status of many communities, since it depicted people bordering wildlife areas as the greatest threat to the wildlife resource, totally ignoring the fact that such people had lived with and conserved wildlife for hundreds of years (Chiemelu, 2004). HWC is widespread and exists practically in all the districts with the following areas being the major hotspots: Laikipia, Narok, Tsavo ecosystem, Lamu, Imenti South and Amboseli (Figure 2.1).
In Kenya, conservation boundaries are not so clear, creating the conflict between land use patterns close to wildlife habitats and their surrounding areas, which are normally used for human settlement, pasture land and farmlands. Human wildlife interface surrounding conservation sites in Kenya is characterized by frequent conflictive relationship between humans and their wildlife neighbours. Various wildlife conservation policies have been taken up with varying levels of success. The main problem occurs when wild animals invade farmlands, destroy crops, and injure or kill people who are unable to economically bear the cost.

The inadequate wildlife policies that compensate for costs relating only to human death and injury, leaving out other losses such as predation and property destruction, have worsened the situation. Lack of benefits from wildlife tourism has contributed to lack of interests by...
local communities to support wildlife conservation initiatives. Wildlife policy and legislation tends to favour wildlife over local communities (Obunde et al., 2005). Most of the conflict occurs in lands that border protected areas. These areas are crucial since they are dispersal and migratory corridors for wild animals; for example, Shimba Hill in Kwale and Kitengela which are dispersal areas for wild animals in Nairobi National Park. HWC could evolve into a major crisis if a clear solution is not immediately found (Ogodo, 2003). Approximately 70-90 per cent of the wildlife in Kenya lives and roams freely outside protected areas (PAs) on to private people’s land (Chiemelu, 2004; Kenya Economic Report, 2010). Since some wild animals rely on other animals as their source of food, this brings conflict with humans. This is common in areas where wildlife has been replaced with livestock (Ramakrishnan et al., 1999; Saberwal et al., 1994). When carnivores attack humans and livestock, campaigns to eradicate them are inevitable (Woodroffe, 2000). In response to the conflict, humans clear out the wildlife habitat as well as perceived threats (Treves & Naughton-Treves, 2005; Woodroffe & Frank, 2005).

HWC is partly to blame for poor living conditions of the people living close to the wildlife due to poor resource management. Management methods often do not take into account the local people living with the animals, since in most cases, they do not cooperate with the wildlife and conservation authorities. This is so because most management methods do not account for the needs of the local people that live close to the wildlife.
to the animals. Local people need to benefit from tourism earnings gained from game viewing. These are the people who interact with the wild animals and if they can generate income from wildlife, this might create some conservation interest and, to some extent, reduce conflict. Aldrich-Moodie and Kwong (1997) states that poor communities of the world must make a living from their natural surroundings or else they will have little incentive to conserve them, including wildlife. If local communities living around PAs made money from wild animals, these animals would become assets and there would be reasons for conservation.

Wildlife is valuable to some people in Kenya, but not to the subsistence farmers whose crops are destroyed, livestock predated upon and human life lost. As HWC intensifies, the local communities view wildlife as liabilities that occupy land (and other natural resources) that could otherwise be used for more beneficial activities, while conservationists and hotel industry value wildlife due to their contribution to tourist attraction, employment creation and revenue, and would want to jealously conserve it (Obunde et al., 2005). Otieno (2003) notes that the Maasai community has become a victim of wildlife despite having co-existed with animals for years and not benefiting directly from tourism earnings. Lack of compensation for wildlife damages is therefore likely to modify their opinions on wildlife and conservation. With the decrease
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in wildlife grazing areas and migration corridors being modified and lost, the conflict intensifies (Thuiller et al. 2006). To effectively address HWC, it is necessary to consider both the effects of damage caused by wildlife as well as the impacts of mitigating actions on the conservation status of target species.

**Kenya wildlife laws and policies**

The first comprehensive policy on wildlife management in Kenya is in Sessional Paper No. 3 of 1975. It recognized the value of wildlife both inside and outside protected areas. It also identified the primary goal of wildlife conservation for returns such as aesthetic, cultural, scientific and economic gains. Economic gains were specifically derived from tourism and consumptive uses of wildlife. Compatible land use was an integral part of the policy along with fair distribution of benefits derived from wildlife. Minimization of depredations on agricultural land by wildlife was underscored. The policy recognized that wildlife needed space outside the protected areas, if it was to survive without intensive management. Additional space would be secured from land owners that were willing to accommodate wildlife. Wildlife Conservation and Management Department (WCMD) was to facilitate, advise, assess and work with land owners and residents in wildlife range areas countrywide.

In 1990, the government revised the Wildlife Act (Conservation and Management Act) Cap. 376 to create Kenya Wildlife Service, a semi-autonomous parastatal to replace WCMD. The word “service” was deliberately used to convey expectations that the body could contribute to the welfare of local communities. The main task of KWS was to ensure the sustainable use of wildlife for economic development and for the benefit of the people living in wildlife areas. KWS was vested the powers of management and control of protecting wildlife in Kenya. The law provided for four types of wildlife protected areas namely; national parks, national reserves, local sanctuaries and game reserves. No human activities were allowed in the national parks (Mbote, 2005).

Responding to increased HWC, compensation was provided to landowners who supported wildlife in their land and for human death caused wild animals. The treasury, a bureaucratic arm of the government, was responsible for paying the compensation and not KWS, and alienating compensation from wildlife management. The amounts of compensation were fixed arbitrarily and did not reflect real costs (Mbote, 2005). KWS further implemented a scheme for revenue
sharing of park entrance fee with the local communities, but it did not function efficiently.

In 1996, KWS attempted to review the Wildlife Act to recognize and include local communities’ beneficial participation in wildlife management. The Bill was never presented to parliament (Kenya Lands Alliance, 2005).

In 2004, a private members bill was set to amend the Wildlife Act to fix land tenure prohibiting use of community land without consulting the rights of local communities.

In the Wildlife bill 2011, there is the compensation fund meant to fix the compensation levels for damage caused by wildlife, raising the figure from Ksh 30,000 to not more than Ksh 1 million. Currently, compensation is paid by the government and the rates, assessment and payment of claims are determined by the District Wildlife Compensation Committees. The current bill states the need to form “the county wildlife conservation committee” whose function shall be to develop and implement, in collaboration with community wildlife associations, mechanisms for mitigation of human-wildlife conflicts, and review and recommend claims for payment of compensation resulting from wildlife damage. The committee shall also be responsible for verifying the claim and make recommendations as appropriate, submitting them to managing trustees of the Compensation Fund for award and payment (Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife, 2011).

Recently, stakeholders reviewed the Wildlife bill 2011 but there was a misunderstanding over some components of the bill, mainly by the private sector and the local communities.

2.2 Types of Human Wildlife Conflict

2.2.1 Human death, injuries and threats

Human deaths and injuries are less common but are the most severe manifestation of HWC. Large carnivores (lions) and herbivores (elephants and hippos) are responsible for numerous fatal attacks on humans every year. In most cases, humans are attacked as they try to protect their crops, or when they come into contact with wild animals. Elephants and hippopotamuses will rarely deliberately attack humans,

in most cases, deaths occur while people are protecting their crops against raiding animals (usually at night); when people accidentally come into close contact with the animals; and, when people encounter injured animals whose normal sense of caution is impaired. Between January 1989 to June 1994, 230 people were killed by wild animals and 218 injured; more than 200 people were killed by elephants alone between 2000 and 2007 (WWF, 2007a).

Shikwati (2003) had earlier noted 15 people are killed by wild animals each year, 75 per cent being caused by elephants, but current information shows that around 50 people are killed yearly by wild animals in Kenya. Three people were recently killed by elephants in Narok2.

2.2.2 Predation on domestic animals and crop damage

According to Woodroffe et al. (2005), livestock depredation is probably the most common cause of human wildlife conflict on a global basis. The number and type of domestic animals killed by wildlife varies according to the species, the time of year, and the availability of natural prey (FAO, 2009). Livestock attacks are common in areas where pastoralism is the

Figure 2.4: Domestic animals killed by wild predators in Samburu heartland

Source: Ogada and Ogada, 2004

---

2 The Standard, 11 June 2011.
main source of livelihood. The losses may not be significant nationally but to an individual farmer, they can be catastrophic. Patterson et al. (2004) analyzed 312 attacks claiming 433 heads of livestock over a four-year period on two neighbouring arid land ranches adjoining Tsavo East National Park in Kenya. Lions were responsible for 86 per cent of the attacks, while the rest were carried out by hyenas and cheetahs. Lions and hyenas mainly attacked cattle at night, whereas cheetahs attacked smaller sheep and goats. Other smaller carnivores are also responsible for attacks on livestock. Ogada and Ogada (2004) documented in Samburu the wildlife species responsible for killing livestock (Figure 2.4): lions (35% of reported deaths), leopards (35%), hyenas (18%), baboons (4%), elephants (3%), buffalos (2%), wild dogs (2%) and cheetahs (1%).

Livestock depredation by lions, spotted hyenas and cheetahs on two commercial ranches adjoining Tsavo East National Park loss, on average, was 2.4 per cent of the total herd per annum, which represented 2.6 per cent of their economic value amounting to US$8,749 (Patterson et al. 2004). Four hundred and seventy eight goats, 48 sheep and 50 cattle have been killed by crocodiles over 5 years representing an economic value of US$16,958 in Kibwezi, Kenya (Wanjau, 2000). Due to prolonged drought, lions stray from Nairobi National Park and prey on livestock. In 2003, over 26 cows, 14 goats and 10 sheep were killed by the lions in the Kitengela area alone. This was caused by migration of their prey (Chiemelu, 2004). Due to their small population size and large distribution area, carnivores are vulnerable to declines even when they are not persecuted (Gittleman, 1993).

2.2.3 Wildlife mortality

Human wildlife conflict has adverse impacts on wildlife as well. Between 1974 and 1990, one third of elephant mortalities (141 of 437 deaths) in the Amboseli ecosystem were caused by people, for example through spearing (Kangwana, 1993). Kenya lost 47 elephants to poaching alone in 2007. In 2008, 145 elephants were killed, 271 in 2009, 187 in 2010 and 278 in 2011. The elephant population of many African countries was being decimated until a global ban on the ivory trade was implemented in 1989. Since then, the elephant population in Kenya was estimated to have grown to 37,000 this year, from 16,000 in 1989. The increased
Reliance on other animals as a source of food is bringing carnivores into conflict with humans. This is common in areas where wildlife has been replaced with livestock (Ramakrishnan et al., 1999; Saberwal et al., 1994). When carnivores attack humans and livestock, campaigns to eradicate them are inevitable (Woodroffe, 2000). In Amboseli ecosystem, the maasai community kills lions whenever they attack their livestock. This has contributed to the rapid decline of lions in Kenya. In January 2012, three lions were killed by the local people in Kitengela who claimed that KWS was ignoring their complaints about lion predation on livestock⁴.

### 2.3 Theoretical Literature

Local people often want reimbursement or interventions against HWC, not research. This calls for interdisciplinary collaborations while most managers of HWC are trained in ecological sciences (Treves et al., 2006).

Interventions to manage wildlife have been the main solution that has been commonly used to solving human wildlife conflict (Smith, Linnell, Odden and Swenson, 2000a and 2000b). However, this limits

---


wildlife managers to solve the conflict effectively, since there is the need to involve humans. It is suggested that participatory planning (PP) can help resolve HWC. Participatory planning is defined as a set of processes through which diverse groups with similar interests engage so as to reach a consensus on a plan and its implementation. It is more than just public participation rather than a process involving engagement and negotiation. Of importance, since HWC involves stakeholders (government, local communities and private institutions), should partner to co-manage wildlife. Co-management can generate ideas that one party alone might not have envisioned and in the long run, secure local support and involvement needed to achieve conservation. Communicating roles and responsibilities clearly between stakeholders with joint objectives that aim at protecting human welfare and reducing threats to wildlife can be successful.

According to Baruch-Mordo et al. (2011), most of the conservation tools used to resolve human-wildlife conflict traditionally target removal and translocation of the problem with animals, which have short term success (Linnell et al., 1997; Shivik, 2006). Conservation biologists and wildlife managers recognize that long term solutions should be taken up and include altering human behaviour (Spencer et al., 2007; Baruch-Mordo et al., 2009). Fall and Jackson (2002) state that the most problematic animals are those created by humans and to solve this, humans need to modify their own behaviour. Enforcement of wildlife laws and educating the public are two methods that can change human behaviour. Education has been frequently recommended as a conflict resolution and management tool (Treves and Karanth, 2003), for example studies on how effective education can focus primarily on changing attitudes, behaviour intents and knowledge towards wildlife and conflicts (Dunn et al., 2008).

Wildlife policies and laws are viewed as an important tool in wildlife management and conflict resolution that are set to alter human behaviour and reduce human-wildlife conflict (McCleery, 2009). Jachmann (2008) states that the efficiency of wildlife law has focused mainly on overfishing in Europe and North America or on illegal poaching of wildlife in Africa.

---

5 http://www.rtpi.org.uk/download/1542/Participatory-Planning.pdf
3. Methodology

3.1. Conceptual Framework

Sustainable solutions to HWC must protect or improve the welfare of rural communities, as well as conserve wildlife. However, one common problem of projects/programmes that aim to improve livelihoods at the same time as they conserve wildlife is failing to make a clear expressed and formulated link between development interventions and wildlife conservation (Brandon et al., 2005).

The study sets out to assess the types and levels of human wildlife conflict, and to know how many people and wild animals die from the conflict. The study used secondary data for the period 2005 to 2011 sourced from Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS). An official “Occurrence Book” is kept which keeps a daily log of the reported incidents and the action taken by the KWS officers. The data sets were analyzed to come up with graphs that show the different levels and types of conflict in the country.
Figure 3.1: A framework for shared objectives of wildlife conservation and human welfare

Long term goal: Coexistence of local communities in minimal conflict with self-sustaining wildlife populations.

Conservation objective: Protect habitat and wildlife near areas of human activity.

Direct threat: Human retaliates for property loss by transforming habitats and killing wildlife.

Direct intervention: Reduce severity or frequency of wildlife encounters with humans and property.

Indirect threat: Local communities oppose wildlife conservation.

Indirect interventions: Conduct scientific research to understand patterns of conflict and inform interventions.

Indirect intervention: Improve coping ability of local communities and raise tolerance for wildlife and conservation.

Rural development objective: Protect local communities’ property and safety near areas of wildlife activities.

Direct threat: Wildlife competes for resources with humans and poses a threat to life and property.

Direct intervention: Implement incentives and sanction to support wildlife protection.

Indirect threat: Local communities lack resources to defend their property and wildlife managers lack the training and capacity to deter wildlife from human property.

Indirect intervention: Improve coping ability of local communities’ and raise tolerance for wildlife and conservation.

Source: Borrowed from Treves et al., 2006
4. Results

4.1 Types and Levels of Human Wildlife Conflict in Kenya

4.1.1 Human death, injuries and threats

Human deaths and injuries are less common but are the most severe manifestation of HWC. In most cases, humans are attacked as they try to protect their crops, or when they come into contact with elephants and hippopotamuses (they will rarely attack humans deliberately). In most cases, deaths occur while people are protecting their crops against raiding animals (usually at night); when people accidentally come into close contact with the animals, especially on paths near water at night; or when people encounter injured animals whose normal sense of caution is impaired.

4.1.2 Predation on domestic animals and crop damage

Wild animals involved in crop damage include elephants, baboons, hippos and buffalos. Elephants can destroy a whole farm in a single night and considered the greatest threat to African farmers (Parker et al., 2007). Areas close to lakes and rivers are also affected by hippopotamuses when feeding at night. In Lamu, buffalos and baboons have been damaging crops. In Laikipia, human elephant conflict is common focusing mainly on crop-raiding incidents on cultivated smallholder farms.

Figure 4.1: Human death, injury and threats in Kenya

Source: Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS)
4.1.3 Wildlife mortality

Wildlife mortality in Kenya is caused by several reasons, in retaliation, the maasai community kill any (wild) animal that attacks them or their properties, and in this case, the African lion has suffered, thus declined population. To some extent, KWS is called upon to kill the wild animal involved, if it becomes a nuisance.

Due to fragmentation and land use changes, a lot of wild animals are killed, for example the Nairobi-Mombasa highways that divide the Tsavo ecosystem into two (Tsavo East and Tsavo West). The KWS considers special conditions in the event that a wild animal has to be killed.

The damage caused by wildlife varies with the most serious being death to human and crop destruction. Wild animals actually commit destruction of property such as houses, food stores, granaries and infrastructure. Elephants are reported to be the most destructive.
4.2 Conflict Resolution Strategies

4.2.1 Physical barriers

As a way of reducing HWC, Kenya Wildlife Service has set up physical barriers such as electric fences and stone walls, which control the movement of wild animals to protect livestock, crops and humans. It is noted that if fences are properly designed, constructed and maintained, they can be completely effective in preventing conflict between people and wild animals since they confine wild animals within designated areas. The main challenges with electric fencing are that they are expensive to maintain, have environmental issues with the surrounding areas where installed, and the local communities (stakeholders) have very high expectations.

Electric fences mainly use solar energy power stepped up through an energizer. The low impotence pulse released through the wire, when touched by an animal, gives a sharp, short but safe shock. The power fence does not need to have physical strength because it seldom comes under pressure. It must be well designed and constructed to absorb impact of animals.
KWS has constructed and maintained a total of 1,225kms of electrical fences nationally with 888kms within protected areas and 337kms outside protected areas. The cost for construction of 1km electric fence is approximately US$15,000. Fencing is also used to reduce the impact of human-wildlife conflicts6.

In Kunene Region of Namibia, electric fences have been successful in deterring elephants from entering specific areas, but they end up failing due to institutional reasons. Since the fences were erected by a Non Governmental Organization, the conservancies that benefit from the fences do not take ownership/responsibility of the fence. Due to the conservancy not taking responsibility, maintenance and repairs of equipments are poorly managed.

These fences may have unfavourable effects of wild animals by changing the way of life of wildlife through interfering with their dispersal and breeding behaviour. At the same time, these fences deny local communities access to natural resources in the protected areas.

---

6Executive interview with KWS official
4.2.2 Compensation

Significant economic costs are associated with HWC. To alleviate this conflict, humans are compensated for the losses. Compensation systems mainly rely on giving monetary payments. Monetary compensation has always been a contentious issue in Kenya, due to its inefficiency and low rate of reimbursement (Obunde et al., 2005). Most victims, especially farmers, fail in compensation schemes due to bureaucratic inadequacies, cheating, corruption and cost and time involved to generate a compensation claim. This often leads to delayed decisions, inadequate payments or rejection of compensation claims. Since 1986, compensation for wildlife damage exceeded the government’s ability to pay besides its awesome administration burden.

Compensation rates were set at low rates that they could not address social opportunity costs borne by people who were affected by wildlife. In 2004, a private members bill was set to amend the Wildlife Act to fix the compensation levels for damage caused by wildlife. The new Wildlife bill 2011 has raised the figure from Ksh 30,000 to Ksh 1 million. Currently, KWS has set aside Ksh 20,250,000/US$250,000 for compensation for the year 2012 (Table 4.1).

4.2.3 Translocation

Translocation is commonly carried out in Kenya to move those animals responsible for conflict from one area to another. Those affected more by HWC in Kenya, farmers and pastoralists, seem to favour relocation of wildlife as a desirable measure of reducing human-wildlife conflicts. KWS has taken up relocation, especially for elephants, to reduce conflict in agricultural areas7.

Table 4.1: Amount spent and budgeted for HWC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount used and budgeted for HWC compensation in Ksh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>20,250,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>66,570,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>71,550,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>43,100,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last year 2011, KWS used Ksh 37,309,350/US$460,609 for translocation of problematic animals. Successful relocation of wild animals depends on availability of skilled personnel, capacity to locate and trap or dart target animals.

In other causes, it has been used to reduce population in specific areas with relatively large numbers (Muruthi, 2005). It is also common that translocated animals can return back to its original capture site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>HWC wildlife translocation in Ksh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4,150,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>37,309,350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7,400,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: HWC wildlife translocation
5. Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion

Human-wildlife conflict is a significant problem in Kenya. The conflict has serious consequences on the local people, in terms of safety and well-being. With over 50 people being killed yearly by wild animals, there is need for urgent measures to control HWC. To enable co-existence and resource sharing, there should be a balance between conservation efforts and needs of the local people living with wild animals. Increasing tolerance levels of local communities for wildlife and adapting the human landscape are essential goals. However, they will always be the most difficult. It is clear that HWC will not be eradicated in the near future considering the rapid human population growth rate, demand for natural resources and the growing pressure for access to land.

5.2 Policy Recommendations

In order for the two groups to co-exist peacefully, a balance must be struck to ensure the plight of the people who are in direct conflict with the wild animals. It is therefore important that conflict prevention and mitigation measures are taken up, as well as having a proper legal framework on human wildlife conflict reduction and compensation. Ensure that there is involvement of all stakeholders such as the government authorities, NGOs and the local people. Efforts to prevent and reduce conflicts need to be fully integrated into government and development programmes throughout the region. This requires a systematic and the development of appropriate and effective stakeholder partnerships on outreach interventions to prevent or reduce HWC (Schusler and Siemer, 2004).

The local people should be fully involved in the development and implementation of HWC policies. This can be creative since local solutions can be implemented as well as secure local support in conservation.

There is need to ensure that communities neighbouring wildlife conservation areas or PAs are well informed, educated and clearly understood. This involves explaining why it is important to play part in conservation and the benefits that come with it. This can be done by having professionals facilitate deliverance of this information or at least oversee its delivery to ensure only the right information trickles down.
to the grassroots. There are many people who talk about conservation daily, but they do not fully understand how things work. This should ensure that indigenous knowledge is included.

    Local people should be encouraged to do land zoning where they set aside areas that can be important for multiple uses, such as conservation and grazing as well as agriculture. Wildlife management authorities should try and lease land that is adjacent to PAs from the local people and use it for conservation. This should be long term and sustainable as long as there is commitment from the local people. Wildlife habitat improvement and restoration in the protected areas is also an important solution that can help solve conflict. The government should ban any illegal activities that degrade wildlife habitats and dispersal areas such as charcoal burning and logging in Kitengela.

    Increased and clearly defined benefits accrued from wildlife by the local communities: benefits from tourism should be equitably shared with the local communities. These are the people who interact with the wild animals and if they can generate some income from it (such as through establishment of wildlife enterprises), this might create some conservation interest and, to some extent, reduce conflict.

    With the rapid population growth in the country, it is best if wildlife authorities allow local communities to benefit from natural resources (goods and services). They can issue licences that allow people to collect firewood, timber, controlled hunting and other plants that can be used as fodder for domestic animals.

5.3 Limitations of the Study and Areas

The main problem encountered during the study was the inconsistency in the data availability for the whole country. Due to sensitivity of the study, attaining the data was difficult. Despite the shortcomings, the objective of the study to show the trends in HWC in Kenya was achieved.
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